Introduce young people in your life to Go! (www.go-explore-trans.org/). This entertaining, free, online magazine published by CTRE/ISU will open their eyes to the variety of careers in transportation.

Go! includes upbeat feature articles, up to five rotating departments—School Spotlight, Train your Brain, Historically Speaking, Green Scene, and Mystery Photo—and puzzles and quizzes.

The January–February 2007 issue focuses on winter-related topics like “How do they do that?” (keeping airplanes and runways clear of snow and ice) and “Learning to drive a snowplow” (an Ames High student struggles to maneuver a virtual snowplow via a state-of-the-art driving simulator).

In addition to being fun, even a little quirky, feature articles provide basic information—general qualifications, educational requirements, working conditions, etc.—about specific careers.

Go!’s advisory board includes high school and college students who help keep the editor, Michele Regenold (still a kid at heart), in touch with their interests and issues.

For more information, contact Michele, 515-296-0835, mregenol@iastate.edu.

Do not let your kids pass Go! “

---

CTRE appreciates the generous support of Go!’s sponsors:

- Associated General Contractors of Iowa Foundation
- ISU’s Professional and Scientific Council (Retention and Recruitment Grant)
- ISU’s Provost (Women’s Enrichment Fund Mini Grant)
- ISU’s Midwest Transportation Consortium
- Iowa chapter, American Public Works Association
- Des Moines Truck Brokers*
- Iowa Laborers/Employers Cooperation and Education Trust Fund
- Street Smarts*

* New sponsors as of January 2007
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Megan Kroeger “at the wheel” of a snowplow simulator during a winter storm.